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Bolt/M10×25/8 pieces in total Wheel axle/ 2 pieces in total

4.0-8 walking rubber
wheel/ 1 pair in total

Spring washer/10/ 8 pieces in total

Flat washer/10/ 8 pieces in total

Nut/M10/ 8 pieces in total

1.

Resistance tiller / 1 piece in total

2.

Trailer body

Assemble the walking rubber wheel: 1.1 Install the wheel shafts on the 4.0-8 rubber wheel (note that the valve of
the rubber wheel faces outward) and tighten them with bolts; 1.2 Install the assembled rubber wheels on the
output shafts of the transmission box with a pin and connected with pin shafts and R pins.

Trailer body latch

Output shaft

Connection frame/ 1
piece in total

Pin shaft/Ф8×40 2 pieces
in total

R pin / 2 pieces in total

Assemble the resistance tillage knife: 2.1 Install the connecting frame on the trailer body; 2.2 Use the trailer
body bolt to connect the trailer body and the connecting frame; 2.3 Install the resistance tiller on the
connecting frame; 2.4 Fix the resistance tiller on the connecting frame with the pin shaft and R pin.

Pin/Ф10×40/1 piece in total

R pin / 1 piece in total

R pin / 1 piece in total
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Assemble the decorative cover of the armrest frame: Install the
decorative cover on the armrest frame and fasten it with screws.

弹簧垫圈

平垫圈

5.

动力支撑动力支撑

Lifting handle

Armrest seat

3.

4.

Assemble the front wheel assembly: 3.1 Remove the pin and bolt from the walking wheel assembly; 3.2 Install
the walking wheel assembly on the power support, and connect with the pin and bolt.

Assemble the armrest frame: 4.1 as shown in the figure, place the limit block on the armrest seat; 4.2 put the
chainring plate on the armrest seat, then place the armrest frame on the chainring plate, and finally use the
lifting handle to lock the armrest frame.

Screw/M6×35 2 pieces in toal

Armrest frame decoration
cover/1 piece

Nut/M6/2 pieces

Power support

Waling wheel assembly/
1 piece in total

Armrest

Flat Washer

Spring washer

Sprocket plate/ 1 piece in
toal

Limit block/ 1 piece in toal
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Assemble the mudguard: 6.1 As shown in the figure, install the mudguard rubber plugs on the left and right
mudguards, and then install the mudguard bushings in the mudguard rubber plugs; 6.2 install the left and right
mudguards inside, fasten with bolts (M16×20), then install the rear bracket of the fender on the left and right
fenders and fasten with bolts (M6×12).

6.

Right mudguard / 1 piece in total

7.

Rear mudguard bracket / 1 piece in
total

Assemble the belt guard: 7.1 As shown in the figure, install the front end
of the belt guard on the tension block A and fasten it with bolts
(M6×10); 7.2 Install the rear end of the belt guard on the front support
of the belt guard, fasten with bolts (M6×12).

Belt guard front bracket

Mudguard bushing/ 6 pieces in total

Mudguard rubber stopper/ 6 pieces in total

Bolt/M6×12/4 pieces in total

Inner mudguard

Bolt/M6×10/ 1 piece in toal Bolt/M6×10/ 1 piece in toal

Bolt/M6×20/ 6 pieces in toal

Nut/M6/10 pieces in total

Flat washer/6×22×2/ 2 pieces in toal

Belt guard / 1 piece in total

Tension block A
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Right blade

Left blade

8.

9.

Auxiliary
cutter
cylinder II

Assemble the shift lever: install the rear end of the shift lever on the front
end of the shift lever and connect it with a pin shaft and an R pin

Assemble the cutter: 9.1 As shown in the figure, install the blades on the main and auxiliary cutter
cylinders, tighten them with bolts, then install the trimming wheel on the auxiliary cutter cylinder
Ⅱ , and Finally, connect the main and auxiliary tool barrels with the edge trimming pin to the R
pin; 9.2 After installing the left tool assembly according to the previous steps, note that the blades
of the left and right tool assemblies correspond to each other.

R pin / 1 piece in total

Rear end of shift lever / 1
piece in total

Pin shaft/Ф5×24/ 1
piece in total

Front end of shift lever

Main cutter cylinderAuxiliary
cutter
cylinder I

Trimming wheel
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2. Left tool assembly
assembly

R pin

Pin shaft/Ф8×40
1. Right tool assembly
assembly
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